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Stable operationAbstract The ﬂow control of hydraulic transformers is a great challenge. To meet this challenge, a
new kind of hydraulic transformer, variable hydraulic transformer (VHT), is proposed in this work.
This paper focuses on the power characteristics of the newly proposed VHT, including instanta-
neous power, average power, power pulsation, and efﬁciency. In the analyses, the concepts of
efﬁciency, input power, output power, starting angle, and ceasing angle are deﬁned or redeﬁned.
To investigate the power characteristics, their models are derived by considering the governing fac-
tors such as the control angle of the swash plate and the structure of the port plate. This work high-
lights that the load ﬂow can be adjusted by adjusting the control angle of the swash plate, and the
power characteristics at the B-port produce a remarkable change. In addition, the VHT has a
starting angle and a ceasing angle, and these two angles can be adjusted by the inﬂuencing factors.
The results reveal that the power pulsation and the jump points of the instantaneous power are the
primary causes of a less smooth work. Then, it is shown that the control angle of the port plate, the
control angle of the swash plate, and the pressures at the ports are the three key elements for a
stable operation. The results also reveal that the adjustment of the inﬂuencing factors can improve
the efﬁciency.
ª 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In the ﬁeld of aircraft, power transmission and control are of
vital importance.1 The hydraulic system is the means of trans-
mission and energy control on a plane or a missile. It is oftenused for the undercarriage, the steering engine, the fuel system,
and the test bed on an aircraft. Relative to electrical transmis-
sion and mechanical transmission, the advantages of hydraulic
transmission consist of big output force, light weight, little
inertia, conveniently adjusted speed, and easy control, so it
has a broad prospect in the ﬁeld of aerospace, watercraft,
engineering machinery, construction machinery, machine tool
equipment, etc. With the advancement of hydraulics, the
electro-hydrostatic actuator is developed to meet its reliability.
In the current condition that our world is appealing to energy
saving, according to its own innate advantages, hydraulics has
been developed with a new technique, the common pressure
rail (CPR) system. The CPR system, like the structure of a
Fig. 1 Structural schematics of VHT.
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ciency and enhance the controllability of actuators, so that all
loads are controlled individually. The CPR system can also
decrease the weight and the cost of the system (the weight is
an important parameter of an aircraft.).3 In spite of that, the
application of the CPR system is limited by the following
two restrictions:
(1) The CPR system can only recuperate the energy of rotat-
ing loads.
(2) The CPR system can only recuperate the energy of a
load whose pressure is higher than the supply pressure.
These restrictions can be solved by a hydraulic transformer
that can change a ﬁxed actuator to a variable one through
transforming the supply pressure to any load pressure.4,5
Moreover, a hydraulic transformer can transform a low-load
pressure to a high-load one and recuperate the energy of the
loads into a high-pressure accumulator. Thus, the CPR system
can recuperate more energy.6 The hydraulic transformer has
served as a core component, but its performance restricts the
energy-saving efﬁciency of the CPR system to a larger extent.7
With the increasing needs for energy saving and emission
reduction in the world, the study of hydraulic transformers is
progressing rapidly. A conventional hydraulic transformer is
a combination of a motor unit and a pump unit, so it has high
cost, heavy weight, great bulk, and low efﬁciency. As a result,
it cannot effectively improve the system efﬁciency.8 Currently,
one prototype of the hydraulic transformer mainly researched
in many countries is a new hydraulic transformer that was pre-
sented by Innas in 1997, called the Innas hydraulic transformer
(IHT). The IHT integrated a motoring unit and a pumping
unit into one unit, and utilized three ports in one port plate
to achieve the functions of the motor and the pump (the
A-port acting as a motor, the B-port acting as a pump, and
the T-port compensating for the ﬂow at the A-port or
B-port). Therefore, it is credited with properties such as simple
structure, reduced bulk and weight, reduced friction and leak-
age, raised efﬁciency, reduced rotational inertia of the control
part, and then enhanced controllability.9,10 The IHT has a
bright prospect in the ﬁeld of engineering machinery, vehicle,
aerospace, ship, test-bed, etc.
The narrow range of the output pressure was the main
problem in the early development of the IHT, which has now
been worked out.11 Then, in order to improve the IHT’s
performance, a ﬂoating cup hydraulic transformer has been
developed.12,13 Later, many kinds of controlling ways of posi-
tioning the port plate have appeared to deﬁne the output pres-
sure.14 Like the noise in a pump or a motor, the noise reduction
in the IHT is under study.15–17 Recently, many achievements
have been made in the research of the IHT’s applications,
speciﬁcally in the aspect of pressure control.18–21 However, little
has been reported on the ﬂow control of the IHT.22–24 There is a
one-to-one correspondence between the load pressure and the
control angle of the port plate in the IHT.25 The swash plate
of the IHT is ﬁxed, so there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the load ﬂow and the load pressure. Hence, the load
ﬂow cannot be adjusted at the value of the load pressure.
When the port plat is ﬁxed, the load pressure is ﬁxed.
Therefore, varying the control angle of the swash plate can only
adjust the load ﬂow. To meet the requirements that the load
ﬂow rate varies with the change of the load pressure, a new typeof hydraulic transformer needs to be developed. Unlike the
IHT, the variable hydraulic transformer (VHT) we present
has a variable swash plate.26 The VHT can adjust the load ﬂow
through varying the control angle of the swash plate and also
the load pressure through varying the control angle of the port
plate. The VHT can shift from a pressure transducer to a power
transducer to meet the requirements. So far, no public literature
has been found on the study of the instantaneous power, the
average power, and the power pulsation of a hydraulic trans-
former. In some previous works, the effect of the pressure at
the B-port was ignored in the evaluation of the efﬁciency of a
hydraulic transformer. Some researchers considered the pres-
sure in the input power when d< 60 and also the pressure in
the output power when d> 60.11 Since the VHT is the latest
innovation of hydraulic transformers, no corresponding analy-
sis has been found in the literatures. In this work, the efﬁciency
of a hydraulic transformer is redeﬁned, and the instantaneous
power, average power, and power pulsation are investigated.
Some factors that inﬂuence the power characteristics of the
VHT are analyzed. The power is the main factor that affects
the stable operation of the VHT. Therefore, this work con-
tributes the principle of power control for the stable operation
of the VHT.
2. Foundation for modeling the power characteristics
A VHT is manufactured based on a variable pump or motor.
In this paper, the VHT is manufactured based on a swash plate
axial piston pump or motor. The VHT adjusts the displace-
ments individually at the T-port, B-port, and A-port by vary-
ing the control angle of the port plate, and changes the
pressure characteristics by adjusting the ﬂow rate ratio at the
ports. The VHT adjusts displacements uniformly at the ports
by varying the control angle of the swash plate, and changes
the ﬂow characteristics by adjusting the ﬂow rate without
changing the ﬂow rate ratio at the ports.
The right of Fig. 1 is a view, whose projection direction is
from the swash plate to the port plate. One piston moves in
parallel with the rotational axis of the cylinder barrel (axis
OO0) which is a linear coordinate system (O is the origin,
and OO0 is in the positive direction).
Where TDC is top dead center of the piston movement;
BDC is bottom dead center of the piston movement;
x ¼ 2pn
60
rad=s is angular speed of the cylinder barrel;
n= 1000 r/min is rotational speed of the cylinder barrel; / is
angular displacement of the piston, with the positive direction
being counterclockwise, (); R ¼ D
2
¼ 35:5 is radius of the
916 G. Yang, J. Jiangpiston distribution circle, mm, D= 67 mm is diameter of the
piston distribution circle; b is control angle of the swash plate,
b2[0, 15], and usually b= 15; d is control angle of the port
plate, d2[0, 120]; O is track center of the piston head; O0 is
center of the distribution circle of the cylinder barrel kidneys;
x is coordinate of the piston head; xmax is maximum of the
coordinate of the piston head.
The coordinate of the piston head is:
x ¼ R tanb cos/ /–0

xmax ¼ R tan b / ¼ 0

ð1Þ
Therefore, the relative displacement of the piston at any / is:
s ¼ xmax  x ¼ Rð1 cos/Þ tan b ð2Þ
/A;/T are boundary angles () of the A-port, T-port. From /A
to /T, the oil volume that the piston sucks or discharges is:
DV ¼ SADs ¼ SAR tanbðcos/A  cos/TÞ ð3Þ
where Ds is relative displacement difference of pistons, mm;
SA ¼ pd24 mm2 is area of a piston; d= 17 mm is diameter of a
piston.
The ports in the form of kidney link correspondingly a sup-
ply pressure connector, a low pressure connector, and a load
pressure connector (see Fig. 2).
/A ¼ aA2 þ d
/T ¼ aT þ aA2 þ d
/B ¼ aB þ aT þ aA2 þ d
8><
>: ð4Þ
where aA, aT, and aB are sucking or discharging angles of the
A-port, T-port, B-port, respectively, aA = aT = aB = 120;
/B is boundary angles () of the B-port.
When the pistons move from /A to /T, from /T to /B, and
from /B to /A, respectively, the displacements of the T-port,
B-port, and A-port (which are the average ﬂow rates per rota-
tion) are:
VgT ¼ SARz tanbðcos/A  cos/TÞ
VgB ¼ SARz tanbðcos/T  cos/BÞ
VgA ¼ SARz tan bðcos/B  cos/AÞ
8><
>: ð5Þ
where z= 9 is number of pistons.Fig. 2 Conﬁguration of ports in port plate.From Eqs. (1–3), the displacements of the ports can be
given as
VgT ¼ 2SARz tan b sin aA2 sinðaA þ dÞ
VgB ¼ 2SARz tan b sin aA sin aA2 þ d
 
¼ 2SARz tan b sin aA2 sinð2aA þ dÞ
VgA ¼ 2SARz tan b sin aA2 sin d
8><
>:
ð6Þ3. Analyses of the instantaneous power
The power loss Wf is the results of the leakage, the siding
friction, and the viscous friction that are apt to vary. Wf is a
variable value that is difﬁcult to ascertain. In accordance with
the efﬁciency research of a hydraulic transformer by Ouyang,11
0.7 kW is taken as Wf. The output power is the power at the
B-port. The input power is the sum of the powers at the A-port
and the T-port. When d is ﬁxed, the input power balances the
sum of the output power and Wf. Thus, the barrel rotates at a
constant speed and the load ﬂow is constant.
3.1. Fixed control angle of swash plate and variable control angle
of port plate
3.1.1. Control angle of the port plate equaling zero
The instantaneous speed of the pistons is:
mt ¼ ds
dt
¼ dðRð1 cos/Þ tan bÞ
dt
¼ Rx tan b sin/ ð7Þ
Fig. 3 shows that, when piston 1 is located at the angular dis-
placement /, the instantaneous powers of pistons 1–9 are
expressed as:
Pt1 ¼ p1qt1 ¼ p1SAmt1 ¼ p1SARx tan b sin/1
¼ p1SARx tan b sin/
Pt2 ¼ p2qt2 ¼ p2SARx tanb sin/2
¼ p2SARx tan b sinð/þ aÞ
..
.
Pt9 ¼ p9qt9 ¼ p9SARx tanb sin/9
¼ p9SARx tan b sinð/þ 8aÞ
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð8Þ
where vti (i= 1,2,. . .,9) is instantaneous speeds of the pistons,
respectively, mm/s; pi (i= 1,2,. . .,9) is instantaneous pressures
of the pistons, respectively, MPa; qti (i= 1,2,. . .,9) is instanta-
neous ﬂow rates of the pistons, respectively, dm3/s; /i
(i= 1,2,. . .,9) is angular displacements of the pistons, respec-
tively ().
In Fig. 3, where a is angle between two piston centers,
a ¼ 360
z
; az is spreading angle of a piston (); Da is angle
between two pistons, Da= a-az; cA is spreading angle of the
A-port, aA = cA + az; cB is spreading angle of the B-port,
aB = cB + az ; cT is spreading angle of the T-port,
aT = cT + az .
Piston 1 is taken as the research object. The original situa-
tion is set. The center of piston 1 overlaps with the center of the
A-port; namely, it starts rotating from the BDC counterclock-
wise. During the period called a, the instantaneous powers at
the ports are analyzed as follows:
(1) When 0 6 / 6 /1
When piston 1 moves from the angular displacement zero
to the angular displacement / ¼ /1 ¼ x1, piston 2 just leaves
Fig. 4 Distribution of pistons with piston 1 located at middle
position during a period.
Fig. 5 Instantaneous powers at d= 0.
Table 1 Distribution of pistons when / 6 2a.
Stage number
of period
Number of the pistons
Connection
with A-port
Connection
with T-port
Connection
with B-port
1 9,1,2 3,4,5 6,7,8
2 8,9,1 2,3,4 5,6,7
3 8,9,1 2,3,4 5,6,7
4 7,8,9 1,2,3 4,5,6
Fig. 3 Distribution of pistons with piston 1 located at starting
position during a period.
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 917off the A-port, which is called the ﬁrst stage. When d= 0 and
/= 0, the following equation can be acquired (see Fig. 3):x1¼ cA
2
az
2
Da¼ cA
2
az
2
ðaazÞ¼ cA
2
þaz
2
a¼ aA
2
a ð9Þ
Namely,
/1 ¼
aA
2
 a ð10Þ
When 0 6 / 6 /1, the locations of the pistons are: the A-port
connects pistons 1, 2, and 9; the T-port connects pistons 3, 4,
and 5; the B-port connects piston 6, 7, and 8.
At this stage, the instantaneous powers at the A-port,
T-port, and B-port are:
PAj ¼ pASARx tanb
Xzi¼2
i¼9
sin/i
¼ pASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sin/
PTj ¼ pTSARx tanb
Xzi¼5
i¼3
sin/i
¼ pTSARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 3aÞ
PBj ¼ pBSARx tanb
Xzi¼8
i¼6
sin/i
¼ pBSARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 6aÞ
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
ð11Þ
where pA is pressure at the A-port, that is the supply pressure,
pA = 5MPa; pT is pressure at the T-port, that is the low pres-
sure, pT = 1MPa; pB is pressure at the B-port, that is the load
pressure,
pB ¼ 
VgA
VgB
þ pTVgT
pAVgB
þ Wf
pAnVgB
 
pA
From Eq. (11), the phase differences of the expressions are 3a;
namely, 120, verifying that the ports differ 120 on the
structure.
(2) When /1 6 /< /2
After ﬁnishing the ﬁrst stage, piston 1 rotates beyond x2
and piston 9 reaches the origin of piston 1, which is called
the second stage (see Fig. 4). The following equation can be
obtained:
x2 ¼ a2
/2 ¼ a

ð12Þ
From Eq. (12), the following equation can be obtained:
/1 ¼ x1 ¼ aA2  a ¼ /2  x2 ¼ a a2 ¼ a2
aA ¼ 3a

ð13Þ
Eq. (13) shows that the rotational ranges in both the ﬁrst and
second stages equal a/2, and aA is 3 times the size of a.
Fig. 6 Distribution of port plate and pistons with variation of d.
Fig. 7 Instantaneous p
918 G. Yang, J. JiangWhen /1 6 / < /2, the distribution of pistons is: the A-
port connects pistons 1, 8, and 9; the T-port connects pistons
2, 3, and 4; the B-port connects pistons 5, 6, and 7.
At this stage, the instantaneous power at the A-port, T-
port, and B-port are:
PAj ¼ pASARx tanb
Xzi¼1
i¼8
sin/i
¼ pASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/ aÞ
PTj ¼ pTSARx tan b
Xzi¼4
i¼2
sin/i
¼ pTSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 2aÞ
PBj ¼ pBSARx tan b
Xzi¼7
i¼5
sin/i
¼ pBSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 5aÞ
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
ð14Þowers at key angles.
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 919From Eq. (14), the phases of the expressions differ 3a; namely,
120, which veriﬁes that the ports are 120 apart on the struc-
ture. Hereto, the pistons ﬁnish a period, and the instantaneous
powers ﬁnish a circle.
Fig. 5 shows the analyses of the instantaneous powers when
d= 0. PAj is negative or positive in every period, indicating
that the instantaneous torque caused by the A-port hinders
or drives the barrel with the increase of /. In a period, its inte-
gral equals zero, indicating that the torque neither drives nor
hinders the barrel overall and that the A-port does not act as
a motor. This is consistent with its working principle; namely,
when d= 0, the VHT does not work. The PAj curve isFig. 8 Instantaneous inpusymmetrical on the period center, and its linearity is high, so
it approximates to a straight line. PTj is positive in every per-
iod, indicating that the instantaneous torque caused by the
T-port drives the barrel. PBj is positive in every period, indicat-
ing that the instantaneous torque caused by the B-port drives
the barrel; namely, the B-port does not act as a pump and does
not output the load ﬂow. This is contradictory with its working
principle, indicating that the VHT does not work.
Table 1 shows the connections of the pistons when /
increases.
If the angular displacements of the pistons or the curves of
the instantaneous powers move /1 ¼ a2 ¼ x1 leftwards, theirt power at key angles.
920 G. Yang, J. Jiangrules will be obvious, so PAj, PTj, and PBj are expressed by only
an equation per port, respectively, during a period. After the
phases are translated; namely, when /1 6 / 6 /1 þ a, the
equations of PAj, PTj, and PBj are expressed as Eq. (14), and
all their curves have no break in a period. Before the phases
are translated, every curve has a break in every period.
3.1.2. Control angle of the port plate unequaling zero
Piston 1 is taken as the research object. The original situation
is set, where the center of piston 1 overlaps with the center of
the A-port; namely, d is equal to its initial angular displace-
ment /0. During the period, the displacement of piston 1 is
expressed as / ¼ dþ D/, and D/ is the relative angular dis-
placement of piston 1 to the center of the A-port (see Fig. 6).
On the basis of Eq. (14), PAj, PTj, and PBj are acquired imme-
diately as follows:Fig. 9 Instantaneous powPAj ¼ pASARx tanb
Xzi¼1
i¼8
sin/i
¼ pASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/ aÞ
¼ pASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinðdþ D/ aÞ
TTj ¼ pTSARx tan b
Xzi¼4
i¼2
sin/i
¼ pTSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 2aÞ
¼ pTSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinðdþ D/þ 2aÞ
TBj ¼ pBSARx tan b
Xzi¼7
i¼5
sin/i
¼ pBSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 5aÞ
¼ pBSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinðdþ D/þ 5aÞ
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð15Þ
The instantaneous input power is:ers with variation of b.
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 921Pinj ¼ PAj þ PTj ¼ SARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ
½sinð/ aÞpA þ sinð/þ 2aÞpT ð16Þ
Seeing that the 5 key angles are 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120, the
instantaneous powers are analyzed (see Figs. 7 and 8). In
Fig. 7, the curve when d= 118, takes the place of the curve
when d= 120, because PB =1 when d= 120.
From Figs. 7 and 8, it is known that there are some symme-
tries at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120. The curves of PAj, PTj, and
PBj are symmetrical about the period midpoints at 0, 60, and
120, respectively. The PBj curve and the PAj curve are symmet-
rical with themselves about the period midlines at 30 and 90,
respectively, and are continuous.
On the whole, with the increase of d, the slope of the PAj
curve changes its value from a positive value to a negative
one while the curve changes the moving direction from
upwards to downwards at d= 90. The slope of the PTj curve
keeps negative and the curve moves downwards all the time.
The slope of the PBj curve keeps positive, and the curve moves
downwards all the time; however, in fact, the slope is negative
between ds/dc (ds is deﬁned as the starting angle at which the
VHT starts working and dc is deﬁned as the ceasing angle at
which the VHT stops working) where PBj changes its sign
and d= 30. The PTj curve at any d is symmetrical with itself
at d0 = 120  d about the period midpoint.
The phases of the instantaneous power expressions differ
120. The instantaneous power expressions belong to the
trigonometric function. Hence, there are some special instanta-
neous power curves at the key angles of d. The curves usually
have discontinuity and jump points because the port plate
rotates. Among all periods, the PBj curve has continuity atFig. 9 (cond= 30, and the PAj curve has continuity at d= 90. The dif-
ferences of d result in different distances between the jump
points. In contrast to a motor that has no jump point, the sta-
bility of the VHT is lower, and its jump point is the main cause
for its instable operation. Its stability varies with the variation
of d.
When d< ds/dc, PBj is positive, the VHT cannot overcome
the inﬂuence of the friction, and the VHT is in a state of rest.
The PBj curve approximates to a horizontal line and has a little
jump at ds/dc. When d> ds/dc, PBj is negative, the B-port pro-
duces a drag torque for the barrel, and the VHT is in a state of
work. With the increase of d, the absolute value of PBj
increases, and the distance between the jump points is
enlarged. As d is close to 120, the PBj curve tends to be verti-
cal, and the maximum absolute value of PBj tends to be inﬁ-
nite. In fact, it is difﬁcult to have an overlarge value because
of the existence of the leakage.
The reason that Pinj approximates to the PAj curve is
because PAj is the main part of the instantaneous input power.
3.2. Variable control angle of the swash plate and the variable
control angle of the port plate
From Eqs. (15, 16), every expression has a tanb, so the abso-
lute values of PAj, PTj, PBj, and Pinj increase or decrease in
accordance with b. Figs. 9 and 10 present the analyses of
PAj, PTj, PBj, and Pinj when taking 0, 60, and 90 as d, respec-
tively, and when taking 5, 10, and 15 as b, respectively.
In Figs. 9 and 10, b has a function of ampliﬁcation; namely,
it makes all the curves amplify, and makes the curves that have
only positive values or only negative ones move upwards ortinued)
Fig. 10 Instantaneous input power with variation of b. Fig. 11 Average powers with constant b.
Fig. 12 Average input power with constant b.
922 G. Yang, J. Jiangdownwards. In addition, b also has a function of ampliﬁcation
for the distances of the jump points, hence lowering the stable
running.
pT and pA inﬂuence the instantaneous powers. For the pur-
pose of discussion, the effects of pT and pA on the power char-
acteristics are researched in the latter part of this paper.
4. Analyses of the average power
4.1. Fixed control angle of the swash plate and the variable
control angle of the port plate
The average powers (Pjmean) of Pj (Pj stands for PAj, PTj, PBj,
and Pinj) in a period are, respectively:PAjmean ¼
R dþ3a
2
dþa
2
PAjd/
a
¼ R dþ3a2dþa2 1a pASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/ aÞd/
PTjmean ¼
R dþ3a
2
dþa
2
PTjd/
a
¼ R dþ3a2dþa2 1a pTSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 2aÞd/
PBjmean ¼
R dþ3a
2
dþa
2
PBjd/
a
¼ R dþ3a2dþa2 1a pBSARx tan bð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/þ 5aÞd/
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
ð17Þ
Pinjmean ¼
R dþ3a
2
dþa
2
Pinjd/
a
¼ R dþ3a2dþa2 1aSARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ
sinð/ aÞpA
þ sinð/þ 2aÞpT
 
d/
ð18Þ
Figs. 11 and 12 show the Pjmean curves.
Regardless of the inﬂuences of the pressures, the curves of
PAjmean, PTjmean, and PBjmean approximately have a 120 differ-
ence in the phase, indicating that the ports differ 120 on the
structure. The bottom of the PAjmean curve is located at
d= 0; its top is located at d= 90. The maximum absolute
values of PTjmean are at d= 0 and at d= 120. Its curve
crosses zero at d= 60, indicating that the torque caused by
the T-port changes from driving the barrel to hindering it when
Fig. 13 Three key positions of port plate.
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 923the center of the T-port is at the TDC. Fig. 13 shows the posi-
tions of the port plate when taking 0, 60, and 120 as d, respec-
tively. The PBjmean curve is inﬂuenced by the pressure at the B-
port, that is, its position and shape change with the pressure.
The PBjmean curve is positive before a certain d (that is ds/dc
approximating to 5 in Fig. 11), indicating that the driving tor-
que cannot overcome the drag torque and that the VHT cannot
work. The Pinjmean curve and the PAjmean curve have similarFig. 14 Average powers w
Fig. 15 Average input powetrends. Their deviation is decided by pT. When 60 6 d< 90,
Pinjmean increases with the increase of d, and the transition point
from the increase to the decrease is decided by pT. When
90 6 d< 120, Pinjmean decreases with the increase of d.
The increase of Pinjmean makes the rotational speed of the
barrel increase; meanwhile, the increase of d makes the ratio
of the displacement at the B-port to the displacement at the
A-port decrease. Hopefully, the increase of d may make the
load ﬂow increase slowly; namely, the inﬂuence of d is compli-
cated and inconspicuous.
The ﬁrst parts of Figs. 14 and 15 show the curves of Pjmean
when taking 1 MPa, 2 MPa, 5 MPa, and 8 MPa as pT, respec-
tively. The variation of pT does not inﬂuence PAjmean, so there
is only one curve of PAjmean. The curves of PTjmean pass
through the point (60, 0) and rotate clockwise when pT
increases. The curves of PBjmean pass through the point (60,
b) and rotate counterclockwise when pT increases. pT does
not inﬂuence PBjmean when d= 60. The curves of Pinjmean pass
through the point (60, y) (y is the value of PAjmean whenith different pT and pA.
r with different pT and pA.
Fig. 16 Average powers with variation of b.
Fig. 17 Average input power with variation of b.
924 G. Yang, J. Jiangd= 60) and rotate clockwise when pT increases. That PTjmean
equals zero when d= 60 is the reason of the rotation of the
Pinjmean curve.
The second parts of Figs. 14 and 15 show the curves of
Pjmean when taking 2 MPa, 3 MPa, 5 MPa, and 18 MPa as
pA, respectively. The variation of pA does not inﬂuence
PTjmean, so there is only one curve of PTjmean. The curves of
PAjmean pass through the point (0, 0) and rotate counterclock-
wise when pA increases. The curves of PBjmean pass through the
point (0, u) and rotate clockwise when pA increases. pA does
not inﬂuence PBjmean when d= 0. The curves of Pinjmean pass
through the point (0, w) (w is the value of PTjmean when d= 0)
and rotate counterclockwise when pA increases. That PAjmeanequals zero when d= 0 is the reason of the rotation of the
Pinjmean curves.
4.2. Variable control angle of swash plate and variable control
angle of port plate
Figs. 16 and 17 show the curves of Pjmean when taking 5, 10,
and 15 as b, respectively.
With the increase of b, the absolute values of Pjmean
increase, and the PBjmean curve moves from upward to down-
ward. The PBjmean curve is above the d axis, indicating that b is
not large enough. This means that Pinjmean is lower than Wf;
namely, the driving torque cannot overcome the drag torque
so that the VHT cannot work. The PBjmean curve crosses the
d axis, indicating that the driving torque can overcome the
drag torque so that the VHT can start working at ds/dc. ds/dc
decreases with the increase of b.
The increase of Pinjmean implies the increase of the viscous
friction, and the increase of the viscous friction implies the
increase of the rotational speed of the barrel; namely, the load
ﬂow can be adjusted by adjusting b (the rotational speed of the
barrel represents the load ﬂow when the port plate is ﬁxed).
The VHT usually has ds and dc. ds and dc can be decreased
through adjusting pT, pA, and b. The reason is that the driving
torque is inﬂuenced by pT, pA, and b.
5. Analyses of power pulsation
5.1. Fixed control angle of swash plate and variable control angle
of port plate
When the barrel rotates a round, the number of the power pul-
sation equals that of the pistons. Therefore, the power pulsa-
tion frequency is:
fP ¼
zx
2p
¼ 150 Hz ð19Þ
From Eqs. (15, 16) and Eqs. (17, 18), in a period, the maxi-
mum instantaneous power (Pjmax), the minimum instanta-
neous power (Pjmin), and the average power (Pjmean) can be
acquired. The power pulsation coefﬁcients can be obtained:
dP ¼ Pjmax  Pjmin
Pjmean
ð20Þ
Fig. 18 Power pulsation coefﬁcients with constant b.
Fig. 19 Instantaneous power at ds/dc.
Table 2 Power pulsation coefﬁcients for some key values of d.
dP(%) Power pulsation coeﬃcients
d= 0 d= 30 d= 60 d= 90 d= 120
dPA 1 120.9 40.3 6.2 40.3
dPT 40.3 120.9 1 –120.9 –40.3
dPB 40.3 –6.2 –40.3 –120.9 1
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 925Namely, the power pulsation coefﬁcient at the A-port is:
dPA ¼ PAjmaxPAjminPAjmean
¼
maxðpASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/ aÞÞ
minðpASARx tanbð2 cos aþ 1Þ sinð/ aÞÞR dþ3a
2
dþa
2
1
apASARx tan bð2 cos aþ1Þ sinð/aÞd/
After the derivation,
dPA ¼ maxðsinð/ aÞÞ minðsinð/ aÞÞR dþ3a2
dþa2
1
a sinð/ aÞd/
¼ Rðsinð/ aÞÞR dþ3a2
dþa2
1
a sinð/ aÞd/
ð21Þ
The power pulsation coefﬁcient at the T-port is:
dPT ¼ PTjmax  PTjmin
PTjmean
¼ Rðsinð/þ 2aÞÞR dþ3a2
dþa2
1
a sinð/þ 2aÞd/
ð22Þ
The power pulsation coefﬁcient at the B-port is:
dPB ¼ PBjmax  PBjmin
PBjmean
¼ Rðsinð/þ 5aÞÞR dþ3a2
dþa2
1
a sinð/þ 5aÞd/
ð23Þ
The input power pulsation coefﬁcient is:
dPin ¼ Pinjmax  Pinjmin
Pinjmean
¼ R½sinð/ aÞpA þ sinð/þ 2aÞpTR dþ3a2
dþa2
1
a ½sinð/ aÞpA þ sinð/þ 2aÞpTd/
ð24Þ
From Eqs. (21–24), the power pulsation coefﬁcients are equal
to the ratio of the range of the instantaneous power to the
average power. Fig. 18 shows the curves of the power pulsation
coefﬁcients on the basis of Eqs. (21–24).
dPA is positive and decreases from +1 to dPAmin, but it
increases when dP 90. When d= 30, dPA = dPT. When
d= 60, dPA = |dPB|. When d= 90, dPA = dPAmin.
When d< ds/dc, dPB is positive. When dP ds/dc, dPB is
negative (Fig. 19 shows the curves of the instantaneous powers
at ds/dc  5). When ds/dc < d 6 30, dPB increases to a pole.
The pole is at d= 30. When d> 30, dPB decreases. When
d= 60, dPB = |dPA|. When d= 90, dPB = dPT.
When d< 60, dPT is positive and increases from |dPT|min to
+1. When d= 30, dPT = dPA. When d= 60, dPT =1.When d> 60, dPT is negative and increases from 1 to
|dPT|min. When d= 90, dPT = dPB.
The segment of the dPA curve is symmetrical with the neg-
ative segment of the dPB curve about point (60, 0). The rest
of the dPA curve is symmetrical with the positive segment of
the dPB curve about the line d= 60. The dPT curve is symmet-
rical with itself about the point (60, 0), and approximates to
the hyperbola. The left half of the dPA curve is symmetrical
with the left half of the dPT curve about the line d= 30.
The right half of the dPA curve is symmetrical with itself about
the line d= 90. The right half of the dPB curve is symmetrical
with the right half of the dPT curve about the line d= 90. The
negative segment of the left half of the dPB curve is symmetrical
with itself about the line d= 30. The changing trend of dPin
approximates to that of dPA.
Table 2 gives the power pulsation coefﬁcients for some key
values of d. Fig. 18 and Table 2 show that dPA, dPT, and dPB
926 G. Yang, J. Jiangmay be1 because their average powers are equal to zero, and
that dPT and dPB have negative values because their average
powers are negative.
dPA, dPT, and dPB are big, and may be beyond 100% at their
speciﬁc d and even reach 1, which is the basic cause of an
instable operation of the VHT.
When d= 30, |dPB| is the least but not equal to zero. At this
moment, PBj has the least inﬂuence on the operation of the
VHT because PBj has continuity and tiny ﬂuctuations. dPA at
d= 90 is the same as that. The inﬂuences of the pressures at
the ports are not on the power pulsation coefﬁcients, but on
the difference between Pjmax and Pjmin (namely, on the absolute
strength of the power pulsation). Therefore, the pressures at the
ports are the keys of a stable operation of the VHT. The stabil-
ity of the VHT is high around d= 60 and is low around
d= 0 and d= 120 because of the low pressure at the T-
port and the high pressure at the A-port or B-port. When
d> 60, the pressure at the B-port is higher than that at the
A-port, and the stability is lower at d (d> 60) than that at
d0 (d0 = 120–d). Of course, if the pressure at the T-port is
increased, the stability around d= 60 will be lower.
It should be especially noted that dPB changes to be nega-
tive at ds/dc. In this situation, the driving torque overcomes
the drag torque and then drives the barrel. PBjmean changes
to be negative, and the B-port starts to output the load ﬂow,Fig. 20 Power pulsation coeindicating that the VHT cannot work out of the energy loss
when d< ds/dc.
Fig. 20 and the ﬁrst part of Fig. 22 show the power pulsa-
tion coefﬁcient curves when taking 1 MPa, 2 MPa, 5 MPa, and
8 MPa as pT, respectively. The variation of pT does not inﬂu-
ence dPT and dPA. The negative segment of dPB indicates that
the VHT is in the operating state of work and vice versa.
The jump point of dPB moves forwards with the increase of
pT, indicating that the increase of pT can decrease ds and dc
but make the VHT not work at the high segment of d.
The dPin curves move forwards and rotate counterclockwise
with the increase of pT, indicating that the increase of pT can
help the VHT to run stably at the low segment of d but not
at the high segment of d. When taking 8 MPa as pT, the dPin
curve has a negative segment, indicating that the driving tor-
que exerts an opposite effect on the barrel.
Fig. 21 and the second part of Fig. 22 show the power pul-
sation coefﬁcient curves when taking 2 MPa, 3 MPa, 5 MPa,
and 18 MPa as pA, respectively. The variation of pA does not
inﬂuence dPT and dPA. When taking 2 MPa as pA, the VHT
can work at the middle segment of d because the input power
is not large enough to overcome Wf at the rest of d. The jump
point of dPB moves forwards with the increase of pA, indicating
that the increase of pA can decrease ds and dc. In contrast to pT,
pA has an opposite effect on the dPin curve.fﬁcients with different pT.
Fig. 21 Power pulsation coefﬁcients with different pA.
Fig. 22 Input power pulsation coefﬁcient with different pT and pA.
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 9275.2. Variable control angle of swash plate and variable control
angle of port plate
Figs. 23 and 24 show the power pulsation coefﬁcient curves
when taking 2, 5, 10, and 15 as b, respectively. When b var-
ies, the curves of dPA, dPT, and dPin do not vary. Although there
is b in their deﬁned expressions, b is eliminated after the
derivations of their deﬁned expressions.When b= 2, the dPB curve is symmetrical with the dPA
curve about the line d= 60. The dPB curve is positive, indicat-
ing that Pinjmean is used to overcome Wf. This means that the
driving torque cannot overcome the drag torque, and that
the barrel cannot rotate. The B-port does not output the load
ﬂow.
When b= 5, the dPB curve is divided into two parts at
d46 (namely, ds/dc  46). Its fore segment is symmetrical
Fig. 24 Input power pulsation coefﬁcient with variation of b.
Fig. 23 Power pulsation coefﬁcients with variation of b.
928 G. Yang, J. Jiangwith the latter segment of the dPA curve about the line d= 60
and its latter segment is symmetrical with the fore segment of
the dPA curve about the point (0, 60).
When b= 10 and b= 15, the situation of the dPB curve
is the same as that of the dPB curve when b= 5, but ds/dc -
 14 and ds/dc  5. On the whole, with the increase of b,
the dPB curve is changing. Firstly, the dPB curve is above the
d axis. Then, the dPB curve ﬂips over gradually about the d axis
from the latter segment. Then, ds/dc decreases, indicating that
Pinjmean increases; namely, the driving torque increases andovercomes the friction torque earlier and earlier, so the forma-
tion range is expanded.
In brief, the power pulsation coefﬁcients are mainly inﬂu-
enced by d, b, and the pressures at the ports. d decides their dis-
tributions. b and the pressures at the ports mainly decide the
position of ds/dc. They are also the three key factors of the sta-
bility of the VHT. In term of the above analyses, the range of d
which stands for the working region of the VHT can be divided
into three parts: the middle stable district (0  30), the high
stable district (30  90), and the low stable district
(90  120). In addition, considering ds/dc, the range of d
can be divided into two parts: the dead district (0  ds/dc)
and the working district (ds/dc  120).
6. Analyses of the efﬁciency
6.1. Fixed control angle of swash plate and variable control angle
of port plate
The efﬁciency of the VHT is deﬁned as follows:
g ¼ PB
Pin
¼ PB
PA þ PT ð25Þ
The efﬁciency loss of the VHT is deﬁned as follows:
gl ¼
Wf
Pin
¼ PA þ PT þ PB
PA þ PT ð26Þ
Fig. 25 Efﬁciency and efﬁciency loss of VHT with constant b.
Fig. 26 Displacement of VHT with constant b.
Fig. 27 Efﬁciency of VHT with different pT.
Fig. 28 Efﬁciency of VHT with different pA.
Power characteristics of a variable hydraulic transformer 929Because the powers at the ports have instantaneous values, g
and gl have instantaneous values. For the purpose of
discussion, only their average values are researched as
follows:
gjmean ¼
PBjmean
Pinjmean
¼ PBjmean
PAjmean þ PTjmean ð27Þ
gljmean ¼
Wf
Pinjmean
¼ PAjmean þ PTjmean þ PBjmean
PAjmean þ PTjmean ð28ÞFig. 25 shows the gjmean curve and the gljmean curve.
Fig. 25 shows that both the fore and latter segments of the
gjmean curve are low, and that its middle segment is high. The
reason that its fore segment is low is: PBjmean is low (pB is low
and the average ﬂow rate at the B-port is low); in contrast to
PBjmean, the power of the sliding friction is large. With the
increase of d, pB increases and the average ﬂow rate at the
B-port also increases. However, the power of the sliding fric-
tion is kept constant, so gjmean increases from zero. At its mid-
dle segment, gjmean reaches a high level. With the increase of d,
the average ﬂow rate reaches the top and then starts to
decrease. The leakage of the VHT keeps increasing because
of the increase of pB. The negative effect of the decrease of
the average ﬂow rate on gjmean becomes bigger and bigger,
and that of the increase of the leakage on gjmean becomes big-
ger and bigger. Although the positive effect of the increase of
pB on gjmean becomes bigger and bigger, the sum of the nega-
tive effects from the average ﬂow rate and the leakage is bigger
than the positive effect from pB. Therefore, gjmean reaches the
top and then starts to decrease. In addition, the viscous friction
exerts a negative effect on gjmean, but the negative effect is not
decisive. The displacement of the VHT can stand for its ﬂow
rate under the constant speed of the barrel, and Fig. 26 is
acquired from Eq. (6). gljmean is contrary to gjmean. gjmean and
gljmean are beyond [0,1] before d= 5, indicating that the input
power is lower than Wf; namely, the driving torque cannot
overcome the drag torque, and the VHT cannot work.
Fig. 29 Efﬁciency and efﬁciency loss of VHT with variation of b.
930 G. Yang, J. JiangFig. 27 shows the curves of gjmean when taking 1 MPa,
2 MPa, 5 MPa, and 8 MPa as pT, respectively. The curves pass
through the point (60, m) and rotate clockwise when pT
increases, indicating that PTjmean decreases with the increase
of d and is symmetrical with itself about the point (60, 0),
and that pT ampliﬁes the amplitude of PTjmean (see Fig. 14).
Fig. 28 shows the curves of gjmean when taking 2 MPa,
3 MPa, 5 MPa, and 18 MPa as pA, respectively. The curves
move up. The moving distances of the gjmean curves are not
in proportion with the increase of pA.
In brief, the increases of pT and pA can improve gjmean.
When the VHT works, gjmean is kept high through taking the
high pressure as pT at the fore segment of d (an example is that
the T-port connects the A-port) and taking the high pressure as
pA at the latter segment of d.
6.2. The variable control angle of the swash plate and the
variable control angle of the port plate
Fig. 29 shows the efﬁciency curve and the efﬁciency loss curve
of the VHT when taking 5, 10, and 15 as b, respectively.
With the increase of b, the gjmean curve moves up, and gjmean
increases. Meanwhile, the gljmean curve moves down, and
gljmean decreases. The moving amplitudes of both gjmean and
gljmean decrease in this process.
7. Conclusions
(1) A VHT is proposed in this paper, which can meet a vari-
ety of control requirements. The concepts of efﬁciency,
input power, out power, starting angle, and ceasing
angle are deﬁned or redeﬁned in this paper. Then, power
characteristics, including instantaneous power, average
power, power pulsation, and efﬁciency of the VHT,
are investigated.
(2) The pressures at the ports, d, and b, inﬂuence the power
characteristics. The angle, d, determines the basic prop-
erties of the power characteristics. d, b, and the pressures
at the ports adjust the power characteristics.
(3) The adjustments of d and b and the adjustments of pA
and pT can increase the efﬁciency of the VHT. The
power at the B-port has a remarkable change in contrast
to those at the A-port and the T-port. The VHT has a
starting angle and a ceasing angle and these two angles
can be adjusted by the inﬂuencing factors.(4) The discontinuity of the instantaneous power and the
power pulsation can lead to an instable operation of
the VHT. The three main factors, d, b, and the pressures
at the ports, can affect the operation of the VHT. The
working region of the VHT is divided in two ways.
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